We show the relation between partition and the permutation symmetry for bipartite N-qubits 
Introduction
Entanglement is critical resource used in many current quantum information scheme [1] . The notion of entanglement in quantum physics has been playing a key role in the quantum information theory and quantum communication theory during the past decade (see [2] for a survey). Use and manipulation of entanglement realizes the full power of quantum computing and communication [3] . An outstanding problem in quantum computing is the calculation of entanglement, for which no closed-form algorithm exists. The problem of how many entangled or, respectively, separable states there are in the set of all quantum states needs to be investigated. There exists a relation between quantum comparison and quantum state discrimination [4, 5] , which is currently a widely studied problem. Quantum comparison gives collective information about the states of the compared quantum systems, without obtaining individual information about their state [6] . There are good reasons to allow the compared pure quantum systems to be entangled with each other. Quantum comparison may be used in quantum information application, and here one often benefits from entanglement. For bipartite qubits positive integer N represents the number of states. Without violating Pauli exclusion principle qubit states can be classified as symmetric, anti-symmetric and mixed symmetric states using Young tableaux where the structure of each tableau maintains permutation symmetry. Young tableaux are a group-theoretic tool for determining the subspaces of a multi-particle system, and the dimensionalities of these subspaces. The number of boxes in a tableau is equal to the number of particles. We follow a simple combinatorial protocol to classify the states as well as to test whether the states are identical or not .If the states are identical by any means they will decrease the probability of entanglement. Our analysis based on detailed study of partition for bipartite qubits.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we show how bipartite N-qubits can be represented by the young tableaux. In this section we analyze 7-qubit symmetric, mixed-symmetric and anti-symmetric states on the basis of our constructed Young tableaux along with their classification in terms of partition. We also establish a relation between partitions and Young Tableaux. Here Word and Weight representations of qubit basis states also justify the properties of symmetry. In Sec. III, we use the weight formalism of Young tableaux to define entanglement index in terms of partition function that is governed by the different classes of qubit states. In this section we also formulate three different combinatorial structures for the construction of entanglement states. 
Analysis of bipartite n-qubit states in terms of symmetric partition
and for odd number of qubits the permissible sequence is [7] . Here the number of standard tableaux gives the dimension of the corresponding irreducible representation of group theoretical approach [8] towards the permutation symmetry and is given by
where h is the Hook length of a box in a Young diagram which is the number of boxes directly below or directly to the right of the box, including the box once. We observed that the number of standard Young tableaux depends on the symmetry considerations imposed by the normal Young tableaux, that is, the level consideration of the qubits increases the degree of freedom for the system of any number of qubits, which eventually produces maximum number of superposition states. Within the limit of restrictions imposed by the permutation symmetry, both standard and semi-standard Young tableaux can be constructed using the Schensted bumping algorithm [23] . The Schensted bumping algorithm takes a tableau T and a positive integer i and produces a tableaux whose diagram has one more box. integers that sum up to N [10] . But this entanglement index failed to incorporate the level considerations for qubit states, that is, whether it is true for bipartite or N -partite states and how it is valid for any partite qubit states. We instead introduce a new notation ) (N p for partition function which through weight presentation for symmetric, mixed-symmetric and antisymmetric states will provide us a straight forward entanglement classes and hence entanglement index.
Counting the partition of a fixed number N gives the partition function [11] :
Now we define entanglement index for bipartite qubit N-qubits in the following way: 
In all these cases we can incorporate normalization factor in terms of partition number. We can easily show that for bipartite N-qubits only two maximally entangled GHZ states can formed and only one antisymmetric state can be found for two qubits. So we can write Our analysis shows that bipartite N-qubit entanglement is dominated by the mixed symmetric states and the maximum number of entanglement follows the rule governed by the symmetric partition.
Conclusion
In this paper we have compared bipartite N-qubits states in terms of partition where permutation symmetry is ensured by Young tableaux. We have provided a classification of N-qubit entanglement by introducing the symmetric entanglement index index N E . Science, we have used a combinatorial approach by defining weight and word representation using a ordered structure of symmetric partition, one can easily reproduce and classify entanglement states through entanglement index. Although our attempt has met with only limited properties, we believe the methods of analysis developed in this paper can be generalized to include proper knowledge of entangled states, separability and entanglement measurement.
